
Minutes of the Finance Council

October 3, 2019

Present: Bing Johnson, Jeannine Varenhorst, Tom Hiebel, Becky Turner and Petra Baer

Road Signage – Becky reported that two inquiries about UUFC have been received to date in direct

response to seeing the “Burma Shave” signs.

A review of the visibility and location of the main road sign, as well as checking on pricing for signage

which could contain notices of service topics, events, etc. is being conducted by Petra.

Google G Suite – Becky reported that the Dropbox storage is nearing capacity. 30G of file storage is

available for every G Suite email account. Bing emphasized the importance of cyber safety of sensitive

member information and will begin addressing how the systems will be used, which committees are

most vulnerable, who will/should control the information and what guidelines will be needed.

Stewardship Campaign –The traditional Stewardship Service, with Ed Proulx, is set for Sunday, October

20th, at which time the pledge letters will be available. Promotion also includes two planned family

events and a survey of covenant groups and their members/friend’s enrollment levels. The $1,000

budget will support these initiatives.

Founders’ House Porch Upgrade to Teen Room – The City of Clemson has approved the structural plans

and is now requesting the electrical plan. Rich Walker and Tom continue to oversee this project.

AC/Heat Systems – The McGee estimate to replace the inefficient SEER 8 unit that services the nursery

and current teen room, as well as rework the ducts, baffles and install separate temperature controls, is

$10,464. Funding will be reviewed in January 2020 and may include a mix of money from endowments,

reserves and a matching contribution campaign.

Building Rental Income – Jeannine has added account 4610, Building Use Income, which allows the FC

quick access to that information.

Wedding Event Space Promotion – In beginning to put together a policy/procedure manual, Petra found

that the question of feasibility and profitability need to be explored alongside gathering all the

specifications of operation to promote availability to the greater local community. Understanding that

this is a more complex project than originally imagined, she will publish a call for assistance in the form

of an ad hoc committee.

Trading Post Profit Margins – This is on the back burner and all but forgotten, but not completely. The

issue is that some of the coffee purchased is being used for Sunday hospitality, but the number of

boxes/bags is not recorded. The original intent of the audit was to check selling prices against purchase

costs and total volunteer hours.

Respectfully submitted,

Petra Baer


